
Behavior-based Popularity Ranking on Amazon Video

With the growth in the number of video streaming services, providers have to strive hard to make relevant content available and

keep customers engaged. A good experience would help customers discover new and popular videos to stream with ease. Customer

streaming behavior tends to be a strong indicator of whether they found a video engaging. Aggregate customer behavior serves as a

useful predictor of popularity. We discuss the use of past streaming behavior to learn patterns and predict a video’s popularity using

tree ensembles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

On streaming platforms customers use twomain approaches to find videos—search and discovery. Customers can enter

a query to search for a video or browse the catalog to discover content. Streaming platforms use customer preferences,

genre of videos (or other criteria) to curate personalized rows (or carousels) of videos to recommend to customers.

According to Gomez-Uribe et al. the mode of discovery accounts for 80% of hours streamed on Netflix [4].

We refer to models serving the discovery mode as browse models. The purpose of browse models is to introduce

new and trending videos to customers. In the discovery mode customers do not express a specific intent in the form

of a search query and are likely to be exploring the catalog. When a popular movie like ’Joker’ is available to stream,

customers should be able to find it in an effortless manner. Popularity can be determined by the number of clicks,

ratings or streams that videos earn. While heuristics may be effective on small datasets, they often do not scale and

worsen the cold-start problem, where new videos may not have sufficient clicks or ratings to be ranked alongside

others [8].

Traditional recommendation systems have used collaborative filtering (matrix factorization) or techniques such as

Markov Decision Process (MDP) to improve the quality of results [5]. In the video streaming domain, the Netflix Prize

competition paved the way for improving movie rating predictions. The Netflix competition showed the effectiveness

of ensembles in improving model predictions [2]. Linden et al. discuss the use of an item-to-item collaborative filtering

approach to recommend products to customers on Amazon [7]. They discuss the limitations of the user-item based

collaborative filtering approach, which may be intractable and subject to the cold-start issue. Guy et al. use MDPs on

an Israeli online book store to make recommendations to customers as they added books to their cart [9].

Personalization tends to be a big part of product and video recommendations. Video recommendations can be per-

sonalized by introducing customer preferences for specific genres of videos and past streaming behavior. While per-

sonalization is important it poses several challenges. When working with a large catalog containing various types of
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video content (e.g. movies, TV shows, channel subscriptions, free or paid content), scale and performance restrict the

degree of personalization. It is further restricted when little is known about the customer. Furthermore, there may also

be legal limitations to personalizing results. In this work we focus on improving the ranking of videos that are popular

across a wide spectrum of customers on the platform.

The goal of browse models should be to delight customers by helping them serendipitously discover products.While

click-through rates are useful, they may be noisy and subject to spam. Individual customer streaming behavior may

not be a strong indicator of a video’s popularity, but aggregate behaviors from over millions of customers may be

indicative of a video’s popularity.

Predicting popularity of videos based on observable signals such as comments on videos, review ratings and ex-

changes on social media platforms has been widely studied [6, 10]. In this work we learn to predict popularity of titles

using prior engagement and video metadata signals. Amatriain discussed the effectiveness of using customer stream-

ing behavioral features in improving the ranking of recommendation algorithms [1]. However, they do not discuss

how different types of videos are treated. Covington et al. use deep and wide neural models to train recommendation

rankers [3]. They pose the problem of recommendations as a supervised classification problem. Latency is a critical met-

ric for models that are served online. Deep neural networks require large computational capabilities and may increase

serving time beyond acceptable thresholds.

In this work we use customer streaming behavior as a proxy for a video’s popularity, since popular videos tend

to get streamed more than unpopular ones. We developed a popularity ranking model that uses aggregate customer

streaming behavior to predict engagement. We developed models to predict the popularity of a video. Models were

trained with three kinds of feature inputs: (1) aggregate customer streaming and purchase signals, (2) video metadata

and (3) video newness. These three classes of features manage to capture the key aspects of videos, allowing learners

to identify the importance of each of these features. Aggregate customer signals include the number of times a video

was streamed, percentage of the video streamed (minutes watched divided by the total runtime), purchases etc. Video

metadata includes information such as runtime of a video, price etc. and video newness includes date features such as

the days since the video was available for streaming on the platform. We use a tree ensemble model to develop our

solution and tune different targets to cater to the differences between customers’ engagement with different types of

content. Existing work discuss the use of content-based recommendations but do not factor the differences between

video types in their ranking. We tested our models on millions of customer browsing sessions. To the best of our

knowledge ours is the first work addressing the effectiveness of developing popularity models catering to different

video types.
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